
I-290-001

During the 63-month construction period for the Portage Bay Bridge,

access to and from private moorage at the Bayshore Condominiums

along the south end of Portage Bay would be limited. Work bridges

would be designed to provide limited clearance underneath, but at times

access beneath the work bridges would not be possible in order to

ensure public safety. Boats would also not be allowed to pass

underneath the Portage Bay Bridge during demolition activities. WSDOT

would work with private boat owners at the south end of Portage Bay to

ensure access or find alternate moorage.

 

I-290-002

There is no proposed sound barrier system for construction at this time. 

It may be possible to use some portable acoustic barriers around

particularly noisy stationary equipment. However, it won't be possible to

construct a sound barrier for mobile equipment or equipment such as

pile drivers, which will be used to construct the Portage Bay Bridge near

your condominium.  There will be timing restrictions on when loud

construction activities may occur. WSDOT will continue to investigate

potential construction noise mitigation during design.  

 

I-290-003

The SDEIS provided a comprehensive analysis of effects based on the

design and construction information available at that time. Chapter 10 of

the Final Transportation Discipline Report provides further discussion of

access to the Montlake and Portage Bay area during construction.

Chapter 12 of the Final Transportation Discipline Report includes a

description of strategies that may be used to manage the flow of traffic,

minimize traffic demand, and maintain access during construction.

 

I-290-004

As a result of design refinements following the SDEIS, the Preferred
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Alternative has a smaller footprint through the Washington Park

Arboretum than any of the SDEIS options. In addition, as part of its

charge under ESSB 6392, WSDOT worked collaboratively with the

Arboretum and Botanical Garden Committee to develop the SR 520

Arboretum Mitigation Plan, which includes wetland restoration and

enhancement projects as well as other commitments that help implement

the Arboretum Master Plan. Through collaboration with natural resource

agencies, the Conceptual Wetland Mitigation Plan and the Aquatic

Mitigation Plan have been developed to avoid, minimize, and mitigate

impacts on wetlands and aquatic habitat. All associated mitigation plans

are included as Attachment 9 to the Final EIS.
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